CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY:

Major Online Electronics Retailer Utilizes TierPoint’s
Security Solutions to Protect Web Servers and Databases
Introduction
OneCall is an online electronics retailer.
Since l996, they have been providing their
customers everything needed to select the
right product, place their order, track their
delivery and then
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
support the entire
Protecting OneCall’s
process. They designed
online presence from
their website to be
multiple distributed
of maximum service
denial of service (DDoS),
SQL injection and
to their customer, so
Cross-Site Scripting
security and uptime are
(XSS) attacks.
critical to success.
SOLUTION

TierPoint provided a
multi-prong approach
utilizing solutions from
multiple vendors to
secure the perimeter
of OneCall’s online
presence.

The Business
Challenge
OneCall was
proactively researching
solutions to protect
against multiple
RESULTS
distributed denial of
TierPoint’s solution
service (DDoS), SQL
equipped OneCall with
the protection necessary
injection and Crossto maintain full business
Site Scripting (XSS)
operations. OneCall
attacks. While their
celebrated a successful
existing systems were
holiday season due to
l00% availability powered
protecting them, they
by the product set that
recognized that the
TierPoint provided.
security landscape
was rapidly changing. They needed a
comprehensive approach that not only
protected them, but also learned and grew
as they did.
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The Solution
The certified security experts from TierPoint
proposed two solutions to isolate and
remove intrusions brought on by
DDoS attacks and website
“If it were not
vulnerabilities.

for TierPoint, we would
have been exposed during
the holiday shopping season
which could have been
catastrophic and jeopardized
our continued success.”

A DDoS protection solution
and web application firewall
(WAF) were immediately
identified as the core products
required to fully protect OneCall’s
online assets. Their public facing
web and database servers would be
protected from known and unknown
attack vectors by implementing the bestin-class solutions.

- Kent Shafer
IT Director, OneCall
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The WAF implemented a “learning”
mechanism that would automatically adjust
its thresholds and determine good versus
bad traffic. An online reputation database
was used in concert with the firewall to
involuntarily block known rogue IP addresses.
The DDoS solution was customized by
TierPoint to work flawlessly in protecting
OneCall from various forms of denial
of service.
The Result
With this finely tuned hardware in place,
OneCall avoided the disruptions they were
concerned about during the holiday season.
It allowed them to focus on what they have

come to be known for: strong online retail
electronic sales and first-rate customer
service and support.
The solution not only protected OneCall
from major attacks, but also minimized
traffic to their site by using reputationbased services that would blackhole known
rogue hosts and eliminate connections not
following proper RFC procedures.
TierPoint was pleased to have provided a
world-class solution for OneCall which has
enabled them to continue to grow their
online presence while decreasing their
exposure to online attacks.

Industry
Online Consumer
Electronics Retailer
Size
Top 20 Consumer
Electronics Retailer
Websites as ranked by
Internet Retailer
Website
onecall.com

ABOUT TIERPOINT

Talk to one of our IT advisors by calling 844.267.3687
or reaching out to us by email: sales@tierpoint.com.

A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps
organizations drive performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider
comes close to matching TierPoint’s unique combination of 5,000plus clients, 40 data centers and 8 multi-tenant cloud pods coast to
coast; and a comprehensive portfolio of cloud solutions, colocation,
disaster recovery, security and other managed IT services. With
white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals customize
and mange agile solutions that address each client’s unique needs.
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